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Call for papers: Get accepted at the conference 

Questions and Answers 
 

Do you suggest some criteria we should use to decide if we submit a poster or an oral comunication? 

The conference always decides how you must present your research. Please read the manual very 

carefully  

How do you feel regarding using references in an abstract to a conference?  

No references are to be used in the abstract. Not only for conference abstracts, but for all abstracts. 

You never use references in an abstract. 

Please also explain the issue Predatory Conferences/ Predatory Conference Providers & the 

importance to really check the quality of a Conference and the Conference Provider (e.g. via 

https://think.check.attend.org)  

If you want to start or develop a career as a scientific Researcher it is especially important to get in 

touch with serious other researchers and exchange ideas or results in your field. A predatory 

conference or a predatory journal will publish “everything” for money. Attending a predatory 

conference will be more a drawback than any productive development. Meanwhile serios 

organizations like European Medical Writers Association (EMWA, emwa.org) and knowledgeE 

(knowledgee.com) published checklists to identify predatory conferences (think.check.attend.org) 

and predatory journals (think.check.submit.org and EMWA/Medical Writing, Volume 28(3): 31. 

Please use the checklist and think for oneself if the conference host is trustable.  

Is it feasible to submit a conference abstract of a project done during a master's course?  

Sure, if you have interesting and qualitatively well-prepared results, you have a chance to get 

accepted at a conference even without a PHD. 

How to find conferences that are financially accessible for recent graduates (no student fees 

anymore)? 

I have to admit I don’t know a website on which conference fees are listed. I would recommend 

another way: First look for a job at a research organization and then let you employer pay for the 

conference. 

Is it possible to extend the deadline for handing in the abstract? 

Is it possible to extend the deadline for handing in the abstract? 

Can I submit a paper on a topic which is no original work? 

No, the conferences are the place where results of original work only are shared and distributed.  

Which foreign languages are excepted for a paper? 

At an international conference, the only language accepted is English. English is the language of 

science. 


